THINGS I’D LIKE TO KNOW ABOUT LOS ANGELES:

A Workshop and Discussion


SEPTEMBER 8, 2012 // 8:30AM-4PM
FRIENDS HALL // THE HUNTINGTON LIBRARY

Registration/$20 (graduate students $10)
Lunch/$20
Please send checks made out to:
The Huntington Library by 9/1/12
Include your name/affiliation and ATTN: LA Workshop
Send to Research Department
Huntington Library
1151 Oxford Road
San Marino, CA 91108

For inquiries, please contact
Jessica Kim at kimjm@usc.edu

PARTICIPANTS INCLUDE

STEPHEN ARON // ERIC AVILA
PETER COVENEY // WILLIAM DEVERELL
JOHN MACK FARAGHER // ANTHEA HARTIG
CHRISTOPHER HAWTHORNE
STEVE HINDLE // GREG HISE
JOSH KUN // RUBÉN MARTINEZ
JIM NEWTON // MICHELLE NICKERSON
ANGELA OH // MANUEL PASTOR
JANE PISANO // GEORGE SANCHEZ
JOSH SIDES // RAPHAEL SONENSHEIN
SUSAN STRAIGHT // DELL UPTON

Presented by The Huntington-USC Institute on California and the West and the Research Department of The Huntington Library, with thanks to the John Randolph Haynes and Dora Haynes Foundation.